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INDUCED CELLS
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Dedicated to Professor Cao Xihua on his 70th birthday

Abstract. We define the concept of induced cells for affine Weyl groups which

is compatible with the concept of induced unipotent classes under Lusztig's

bijection between the set of two-sided cells of an affine Weyl group and the

set of unipotent classes of a corresponding connected reductive algebraic group

over C.

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over C and T a maximal

torus of G. The Weyl group WQ = NG(T)/T of G then acts on the character

group P = Hom(T,C) of T. Let Re P be the root system of WQ . WQ leaves

stable the subgroup X of P generated by R. The semi-direct product W =

WQ x X is an affine Weyl group. Let G' be a Levi subgroup of G containing

T. Then the Weyl group W^ = NG,(T)/T of G' is a parabolic subgroup of

WQ and leaves stable the subgroup X' of P generated by the corresponding

root system R' c R . The semi-direct product W' = W^ x X1 is also an affine

Weyl group, which is not a parabolic subgroup of W although it is a subgroup

of W.

Following Kazhdan and Lusztig (see [1]) we have the concept of two-sided

cells of W', W. In this paper our main result is that for any two-sided cell

c of W we define naturally a two-sided cell c of W and call it the induced

cell of c from W' to W (see Theorem 3.2). Recently, Lusztig established

a bijection between the set of two-sided cells of W' (resp. W ) and the set

of unipotent classes of G' (resp. G) (see [4], note that G' is connected).

Under the bijections the induced cells from W to W are compatible with the

induced unipotent classes from G to G, which were introduced by Lusztig

and Spaltenstein in [5].

1. Admissible pairs

1.1 Let S, S', SQ, S'0 be the sets of simple reflections of W,  W',  WQ,

Wq  respectively.  For any subset /' of S' we denote by  w'    the parabolic
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subgroup of W' generated by the elements in /'. We similarly define W for

any subset I of S. If W' is finite then there exists some subset I of S such

that w" and w' are isomorphic as Coxeter groups. We say that (/', /) is

an admissible pair if there exists some w e WQ such that wp(I)w~l = p'{l'),

where p: W —► IVQ, p : W' —► W^ are the natural projections (note that W'ü is

a parabolic subgroup of WQ).

Proposition 1.2. Let /' be a subset of S' such that W' is finite; then there

exists some subset I of S such that (/', /) is admissible.

Proof. It is no harm to assume that ( W, S) is an irreducible affine Weyl group.

For root systems in R we shall distinguish the systems of type D2 from the

systems of type A{ x A, , type Z>3 from A*, also we shall distinguish a system

of type Ax from a system of type 2?, or C, if there exist roots in R of different

lengths.

a. If W     is of type

or of type

or of type

or of type

A. x A   x ...A.
'1 '2 '

B. x A¡ x A- x ■ ■ ■ x A.
'I <2 <3 ',

C   x A   x A. x ■■■ x A.
l\ '2 '3 In

D   x A   x A.  x . ..A
(| ¡2 1} I

then we can find w e Wq and /" c S'0 such that wp'(l')w     = i". In this

case we choose I = i" ; then (/', /) is admissible.

b. Let W be of classical type and suppose that w'    is of type

(1) B. xD   xA   xA. x-xA.
v     ' 11 ¡2 '3 '4 <m

or of type

(2) C, xC. xA. xA. x---xA.
h '2 '3 '4 'm

or of type

(3) D,  xD. xA. xA. x ...A,
v     ' 'l '2 '3 '4 Im

Then there exists some subset /,  of S such that W '  is of type B   x D,   or
i '*■      i,       i2

of type C,  x C    or of type D. xD   . Choose L c S - I.  such that WhKJh

is of type (1) or of type (2) or of type (3). Through a detailed analysis of the

root system R we can find w e WQ such that wp(I{ U I2)w~l = p'(l'). Let

/ = /, u /2, then (/', /) is admissable.

Thus the proposition is verified for classical types.

c. We now assume that W is of exceptional type. The case of G2 is trivial.

Let W be of type F4 . Thanks to a, we only need to consider the case of W^
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being of type B3 or C3 and  W'    being of type £>3 or of type Cxx C2. In

these cases there exists a unique subset I of S such that IT and W are

isomorphic as Coxeter groups and we can verify that (/', I) is admissible.

Now let W be of type Es. Again thanks to a, we only need to deal with the

cases of W^ being of type Z>4 x A{ , D4xA2, D5xA], D5xA2, E6, E7, and

w" being of type D¡ x D¡2 xA/x-x A¡m , E6, En; then we can prove the

proposition case by case. It is similar to deai with the case of W being of type

Eb or £7.

The proposition is proved.

1.3. Let a: (W,S) -+ (W,S) be an automorphism of {W,S) such that the

restriction of a on X coincides with the restriction of an inner automorphism

of W. Then for any subset I of S with W finite there exists some w e WQ

such that wp(a(I))w~   = p(I).

2.  REPRESENTATIONS OF WEYL GROUPS

We state some results and constructions about the representations of Weyl

groups which were found by Lusztig in [2].

2.1. For any irreducible representation E of WQ = H we can associate to

it two polynomials PE(t), PE(t) with rational coefficients in an indeterminate

t as in [2]. Let PE{t) = yEtaE+ higher power terms, ?E(t) = yEtaE + higher

power terms, yE ̂  0, yE =¿ 0. We denote by q>H the set of (isomorphic classes

of ) irreducible representations E of H which satisfy the equality aE = äE .

2.2. Let  V = P ® C and let H1 be a subgroup of H.  Then we have a
/ Ml / /

direct sum decomposition V = V ® V where VH is the set of H -invariant

vectors of V and V' isa //'-invariant subspace of V. Let P¡{V') be the space

of homogeneous polynomials V' —* C of degree /. Let E1 be an irreducible

representation of //' which occurs in Pa{V) with multiplicity 1 and doesn't

occur in Pt{V') if i < a. Then there exists a unique irreducible representation

E of H which occurs in Indw, E   with multiplicity 1 and aE = a;we denote
Mil l Ml

it by jH,E . If H   is a Weyl group and E e tpH, then jH,E   exists.

2.3. Let A be the set of simple roots in R = R{ x R2x ■ ■ ■ x Rm, where R¡

are the irreducible components of R. Let a( be the highest short root of R¡.

For any subset / c A u {-a¡)\<a<m wrm / ^ A(. U {-a;} for any 1 < i < m

(where A; = Ä.nA ), let H be the supgroup of H generated by reflections with

respect to the roots in /. Let fH be the set of all irreducible representations

of H (up to isomorphism) of the form jH,É for some É e <pH,.

For each unipotent element u e G Springer associated an irreducible repre-

sentation of H (see [6]); tensor this representation with the sign representation

of H and denote this tensor product by pu . The map u —► pu gives rise to a

bijection between the set of unipotent classes of G and lpH (see [3, p. 345]).
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2.4. It is known that there is a bijection between <pH, and the set of two-

sided cells of H (where H is as in 2.3 and regarding it as a Coxeter group)

(see [3, 5.25]). For any two-sided cell c¡ of H we therefore get an irreducible

representation E(c¡) € <pH, of H . Hence we can associate to cl a unipotent

class 0(c¡) of G such that for any u e 0(c,) we have j^,E(Cj) - pu.

2.5. The above results and constructions also hold for //' = W¿ and G1.

3. The induced cells

3.1. Let c be a two-sided cell of w'. Lusztig showed that there exists

some subset /' of S' such that w" is finite and c n w" = c'r ^ 0 (see

[4]). Let / c S be such that (/',/) is admissible. Then for some w <s WQ

we have wp(I)w~ = p (/') which gives rise to an isomorphism of Coxeter

groups i: w" —► W1. Let ci ¡ = i(cr) and let ci be the two-sided cell of W

containing c¡ ¡.

Theorem 3.2.  c¡ is independent of the choices of w ,   1,1 and only depends

on c .  We denote it by Ind,^, c   and call it the induced cell of c from W' to

W.

3.3. Let G and G' be as in the beginning of the paper. We denote by 0(c)

(resp. O(c')) the unipotent class of G (resp. G') corresponding to a two-

sided cell c (resp. c ) of W (resp. W' ) under the bijection established by

Lusztig in [4, Th. 4.8]. For any subsets / c S, Í c S' with w', w"' finite,

we define 0{c,) = 0(p(c¡)) and 0(cr) = 0{p'(c'r)), where c¡ = c n W1 and

c], = ¿ n W"' (see 2.4, 2.5).

3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let /', /, /be as in 3.1. We prove the theorem

by showing that j ,°w,)E(p(cj ¡)) = pu, where u e G is an element in the

induced unipotent class Ind^, 0(c) of 0(c) from G' to G (see [5]). Thus

0(c¡) = IndG, 0(c) is independent of the choices of w , /'. / and so is c(.

We have c n W' = c,, ¿ 0, hence 0(c,,) = 0(c) (see [3]). Let v G O(c'),
W' if i — 1

then 7 *   vE\p (cJt)) = pv (2.5). Now (/ ,/) is admissible and wp(I)w     =
It M

p (I ). From the definition of jH, in 2.2 and the properties of induced repre-

sentations we see that

i%t)E{p{ct'j)) = jp,0(W;,)E(p'(c'r))

W0    W¿ ,1

Jw'Jp'iW'i'^yy \Lv>)
o   f

= Jw>PV^Pu-

The theorem is proved.

Corollary 3.5. Let W^ be a parabolic subgroup of W',  W" be its affine Weyl

group and c" be a two-sided cell of W" ; then Ind„.„ c" = Ind^,, Ind^,„ c" .
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Corollary 3.6. Let c , c,0(c), 0(c) be as in 3.4. Then 0(Ind^, c) -

lná% 0(c).

3.7. Using 1.3 and in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we know

that a(c) = c for any two-sided cell c of W, where a is as in 1.3 (see [4]).

3.8. Example.   Let (W,S) be of type £>5 and (W',S') be of type D4,
3 -, 3

O = {5, ,S2,S^,S4 ,Sq\  and 5,5q = SqS^ ,  545j = 5j54 ,   (S,^)    = (Jo52^    = (^2^3'    =

(s3s4)3 = (s3s5)3 = 1 ; S' = {s2,s3,s4,s5,t0} and tQs2 = s2tQ, (t0s3)3 = I . Let

C|,c2,c3 be two-sided cells of W which contain s2s4 , s2s5,s4s5 respectively;

each two of c, , c2, c3 are then different. But Ind^, c, = Ind^, c2 = lndw, c3 =

c, the two-sided cell of W includes {i,50, s4s5, 5,55}. This shows that the

induced cells of different cells W' from w' to W may be equal.

Let 0: (W1 ,S') —» (W',S') be such that a: s2 —> s2, j3->s3, s4 —> 55,

55 —» 54 , /0 —» í0 ; then a(c{) — c2^ c, and in this case 3.7 is false.
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